Literature Review
AMPA Developing Proposal
TFW Policy approval of proposal - June
Delivery date to TFW Policy: August?

Efishing Process Review
Co-Chair Facilitating:
- DFW Permitting – Near Complete
- USFWS/NMFS Permitting – not initiated
- DNR – Water Typing Process – not initiated
Delivery date to TFW Policy: August

Conceptual Rule Changes
Incorporate any relevant results from literature and process reviews
TFW Policy decision on proposal initiation date: October

Conceptual Guidance Design
Incorporate any relevant results from literature and process reviews.
TFW Policy recommendation date: October

Conceptual Agency Process Changes
Incorporate any relevant results from literature and process reviews.
TFW Policy recommendation date: October

Adaptive Management Process
2. AMPA recommends to TFW Policy the appropriate AM Track.
3. TFW Policy follows the Board Manual Guidance for the appropriate track.

Opportunity for a different approach to water typing.
- Establish a scientific work plan to evaluate existing and new approaches for water typing which might include such things as:
  o Protocol Surveys
  o Physicals
  o Regulatory map (w/LiDAR, regional, mainstem and lateral only, etc.)
  o Environmental DNA
  o Other...
- Follow Adaptive Management process to address the information provided.